A block spin renormalization group approach i s i n troduced which can be applied to dynamical triangulations in any dimension.
INTRODUCTION
Given a general action for a theory of dynamical triangulations, two limits must be taken to obtain a physical theory. The cosmological constant must be adjusted to give the innite volume limit (or some nite target volume in practical calculations). The remaining parameters in the action must be used to nd a second order phase transition so that a continuum limit of the lattice theory can be taken. The renormalization group approach is a natural technique with which to search for and study the required critical phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The renormalization group approach can be viewed as a black b o x that takes some initial theory S with correlation length and produces an eective theory S 0 with correlation length 0 = = b . bis xed and is a property of the chosen renormalization group transformation. By taking the output of the block box and feeding it back i n to the input, it is possible to produce a sequence of theories: S . If the original theory has a nite correlation length, the n ! 0 as the renormalization group transformation is iterated. Such a theory is referred to as a trivial theory. If the original theory has an innite correlation length, as occurs at a second order phase transition, then the correlation length stays innite after each renormalization group transformation and what happens is that the eective theory approaches a xed point, S n ! S .
In an ordinary statistical mechanical model, such as the Ising model, the degrees of freedom can be organized into xed blocks and then averaged according to some rule to produce a block degree of freedom. If the blocks are, for instance, of volume b D , then the scale factor is b as above. Dynamical triangulations are dierent in that there is apparently no way t o d r a w xed boxes around the degrees of freedom, which are determined by the connectivity of the lattice. A related diculty is that the Hausdor dimension is not known a priori so that rescaling a volume by some factor does not determine what the length is rescaled by. A related diculty is that the number of congurations cannot be enumerated in the trivial way they can for ordinary statistical mechanical models. In fact, for three and four dimensions, it is not even known with certainty that this number grows only exponentially with the volume.
A dynamical triangulation is interpreted as a lattice representation of a spacetime with a metric. Nodes connected by a link are considered closer than those that are not connected by a link. One way to dene a renormalization group transformation for dynamical triangulations is to insist that the block triangulation preserve this physical notion. Such a transformation succeeds at getting critical couplings in two dimensions, but exponent calculations fail to converge and the method is dicult to generalize to arbitrary D [5, 6] .
Another renormalization group transformation in two dimensions is based on the idea of removing a n o d e and its associated triangles from the lattice manifold and lling the hole back in with triangles but without any new nodes [7] . This is achieved by making ips of links connected to the node in question until its coordination numberis three. It and its three associated triangles are then removed and replaced with a single trian- gle. This method correctly produces both critical couplings and critical exponents.
It is possible to make this approach work in arbitrary dimensions [8] . In general D, the possible update moves can be labeled by i with i = 0; 1; ; D . An update move labeled by i swaps an i-dimensional subsimplex of a randomly chosen simplex with a (D i)-dimensional subsimplex. This eliminates D 2i simplexes. In two dimensions, a link ip is an i = 1 m o v e while node deletion is an i = 0 m o v e. I n a t w o-dimensional ensemble with xed volume these are the only choices. In order to eliminate a node in general dimensions, some algorithm for choosing i is necessary since there are more possible values. It is best to use moves with the lowest value of i possible, since these remove the most simplexes. i = 0 is only possible on the last move (when the node has coordination number D + 1 ) and i = 1 is not always possible due to geometrical constraints and the existence of connections on the surface around the node. In fact, it is sometimes necessary to make a n i = D move, which i s node insertion.
While deletion of a single node is viewed as a renormalization group transformation resulting in a block lattice, it is generally preferable to delete a number of nodes. In order to eliminate nite size eects, it is desirable to block all lattices down to the same target number of nodes. As the volume of the initial lattice is varied, the resulting blocked theories embody the physics at a range of length scales. Two operators are used here to track the renormalization group ows: the volume and a term M dened by
where O i is the number of simplexes containing the node i. If M is added to the action S M = M it corresponds to the addition of a measure term [9] .
The model of dynamical triangulations considered rst has the action S = N 0 N D where D is either three or four [10] . N 0 is the number of nodes with corresponding to Newton's constant while N D is the volume so that is the cosmological constant. Figure 1 shows a plot of < M > versus the volume as a function of the degree of blocking for various values of in four dimensions. The renormalization group ows for the smaller values of ow t o w ard the right, toward decreasing node density, which is the expected behavior in the crumpled phase. For larger ows are to the left, a dierent behavior, indicative of a ow toward a dierent trivial xed point, presumably associated with the smooth phase. The presence of an intermediate ty p e o f o w suggests that a non-trivial xed point may be nearby.
In three dimensions, shown in Fig. 2 , there are similar ows to the left and to the right, but no intermediate ow. This is consistent with the strongly rst order character of the transition.
The phase diagram of both the threedimensional and four-dimensional theories can be expanded by adding the previously dened measure term to the action. Recent work indicates that the = 0 transitions are a part of a rst order line in the (; ) plane [11] . If this line terminates in a critical endpoint, that would provide the second order phase transition required for taking a continuum limit. This talk considers whether there is still a transition at = 1 in three dimensions. Flows for various values of are given in Fig. 3 . There is no evidence of a transition. More recent w ork at very large values of has discovered ows like that of the smooth phase [12] , but that is not necessarily inconsistent with behavior past the end of a rst order line. More work will be necessary to establish that the rst order line actually ends.
